
“When I was a young minister, 
I came across a series of  audio 

recordings by Al Martin that proved 
to be a gold mine of  wisdom... It is, 

therefore, a great joy for me that Pastor 
Martin has reworked this material in 

his senior years and that now these highly 
esteemed lectures are finally appearing in 

book form.”  - Joel R. Beeke
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THE MAN OF GOD: HIS CALLING AND GODLY LIFE  [PASTORAL 
THEOLOGY VOL 1]  (ALBERT N. MARTIN) -- It is the author’s prayer 
that when all the volumes are nestled on the bookshelf  of  any pastor, that 
whatever his concern may be in conjunction with his pastoral labors, that 
he can expect that most likely, there is something in these volumes that 
would be of  help to him. It is also the author’s prayer that even the most 
experienced pastor will find in these pages much that will provoke him 
to pursue greater personal godliness, increased preaching effectiveness, 
and expanded pastoral usefulness. [$64.99 HARDCOVER]

FLOURISH: HOW THE LOVE OF 
CHRIST FREES US FROM SELF-FOCUS 
(LYDIA BROWNBACK) -- This book will help 
readers discern subtle false messages from the 
truth in God’s Word—exchanging a self-focused 
life for the abundant life Jesus promises them in 
the gospel. [$15.99 PAPERBACK]

RUN TO WIN: THE LIFELONG PURSUITS 
OF A GODLY MAN (TIM CHALLIES) 
Anyone can start a race, but it takes planning and 
training to finish it. As a Christian man, you are 
already running the race of  life. You will need to plan 
the ways you will run today so you can continue to run 
in the difficult days ahead. [$19.99 PAPERBACK]

SUSIE: THE LIFE AND 
LEGACY OF SUSANNAH 
SPURGEON (RAY 
RHODES JR.) -- While many 
Christians recognize the name of  
Charles H. Spurgeon, the beloved 
preacher and writer, few are 
familiar with the life and legacy 
of  his wife, Susie. Yet Susannah 
Spurgeon was an accomplished 
and devout woman of  God who 
had a tremendous ministry in her 
own right, as well as in support 

of  her husband.
[$26.99 HARDCOVER]

PRICE
PROMISE

If you find an item in this catalogue 
cheaper at another Australian 

retailer, let us know and we’ll match 
the price!

(Excludes specials. Retail customers only. Until 31 May 2019.)
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ap.org.au

Same great content, new logo and website.
Keep reading online!

This practical and biblical guidance to overcoming temptation 
recognises that the path to lasting change can only be found by 
growing in grace as we look to Christ and are empowered by 
the Holy Spirit. So these steps are much more than self-help 
strategies: they are truths that are rooted in Scripture.

Whatever your struggle, this warm and encouraging book will 
empower you to break free from unwanted habits and behaviors 
that don’t seem to go away and help you to get unstuck as you 
look to Christ in the day-to-day pressures of  life.

“What do you do when there is a particular sin you just 
can’t seem to shake from your life? Tim Lane encourages 
us to work on ourselves, but always in the grounded 
assurance of  God’s character. In the gospel, we are united 
to the One who is loving enough to save us and powerful 
enough to transform us. Whether your problem is anger, 
lust, greed or gossip, [this] is the book to help you believe 

once more that change is possible.”

- Chris Cipollone, author of “Down Not out”

A NINE-STEP JOURNEY TO CHANGE THAT LASTS
NEW

$14.99 PAPERBACK

Keep up to date with the latest products and specials at Reformers.
Join our email newsletters and follow us on Facebook and Instagram!

Welcome to 2019 from all the staff  at 
Reformers Bookshop,

There is, once again, an abundance of  
great new releases in this brochure. We 

pray that you find a book that God can 
use to encourage you in your walk with 

Him. I’ve picked out some of  my favourites 
below.

We also have a couple of  great interviews that 
we trust will be interesting and encouraging 

for you. We had a meet-the-author at the shop 
with Mark Jones, author of  Knowing Christ and The Prayers of  Jesus. 
Sam Allberry also had a chat with us about his new book 7 Myths about 
Singleness and we asked him what his favourite book to write was. You 
can watch the interviews in full at reformers.com.au.

One exciting recent arrival is a Christian nature 
documentary called The Riot and the Dance. You 
can check it out on the back page. It’s like watching a 
Christian David Attenborough!

This year we are hoping to offer you great deals on the 
best New Releases throughout the year. To ensure you 
hear about these deals you can subscribe to our email 
list at reformers.com.au. Just head to the bottom of  
our web page, enter your email and click ‘Sign Up’.

As always, if  you would like a hand finding a great 
Christian book please feel free to get in touch by 
phone, email or online. We love to help people find 
great Christian books.

For His Glory, 
Thomas Eglinton

A MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGER

NEW
NEW

NEW

LETTERS OF JOHN CALVIN
Few great Christian leaders have suffered 
quite so much misunderstanding as 
John Calvin. He is often dismissed as a 
theologian without humanity. In fact the 
very reverse is much nearer the truth, 
as these letters amply demonstrate. He 
was a man of  deep and lasting affection, 
passionately concerned for the cause of  
Christ in the world—a man who burned 

himself  out for the gospel.
[$26.99 HARDCOVER]

YOU WHO (RACHEL JANKOVIC) 
If  “Who am I?” is the question you’re 
asking, Rachel Jankovic doesn’t want you 
to “find yourself ” or “follow your heart.” 
With trademark humor and no nonsense 
practicality, Rachel Jankovic explains 
the fake story of  the Self, starting with 
the inventions of  a supremely ugly man 
named Sartre (rhymes with “blart”). And 
we - men and women, young and old - 
have bought his lie of  the Best Self, with 
terrible results. [$21.99 PAPERBACK]

CHILD PROOF (JULIE LOWE) 
Through Lowe’s personal and 
professional experience, mums, dads, 
and caregivers,as well as those helping 
parents—pastors, counselors, youth 
workers, and churches—will discover 
gospel-centered application rather than 
formulas for the ideal family, equipping 
guardians to be experts at knowing their 
own children so they can know Scripture 
and live it out personally in their homes.

 [$23.99 PAPERBACK]
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A CONFERENCE
FOR MINISTRY WIVES

APRIL 6TH 2019 ~ BRYSON SMITH

Change and ministry go hand in hand, and it is often hard to take. 
But is it possible for change to be positive?

Hear Bryson Smith and Cathy Sampson bring God’s words 
to bear on this crucial and common issue for Ministry Wives.

9am-4pm, St Anne’s Ryde Anglican Church, $70
See website for details and registration:

www.equip.org.au/equip-ministry-wives
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“It’s been surprising how many pastors have 
said they learned a lot, I remember John 
McArthur said, “Oh I learned a great deal from 

[Knowing Christ].”

So after they’ve read Knowing Christ and got an introduction 
to the Puritans, what’s a good intro book into the Puritans?

I think Thomas Watson. You definitely feel like he’s the sort of  
John Calvin of  the 17th century in the sense of  how clear he 
is. You just read it and there’s no problem, so I’d say Watson 
on A Body of  Divinity. If  you wanted to have a Systematic 

Theology, The Lord’s Prayer, The 
Ten Commandments, those are 
good books. I think John Flavel is 
probably the next step. If  you’re 
feeling really adventurous, read 
Thomas Goodwin and Stephen 

Charnock. Then for that lonely person who has nothing to do 
all day and has heaps of  time on their hands, they can crack John 
Owen open and see what happens.

Can you tell us a bit about your new book - The Prayers of 
the Lord?

The Prayers of  Jesus is looking at his prayer life and is a bit of  a 
companion to Knowing Christ. I think there are a lot of  books on 
prayer that are very much directed to the believer and how to pray 
better and there are some good ones. But this one’s taking you 
away from that guilty feeling that I don’t pray enough to looking 
upon how Jesus prayed, why he prayed, and what he prayed for. 
Maybe that will be a way to help people with their prayer life.

Watch the full interview at reformers.com.au

Mark, you are perhaps best known for writing ‘Knowing 
Christ’. Can you tell us a bit about why you wrote it?

Well I had done a PhD on Thomas Goodwin, and published an 
academic book that’s over $100 on Amazon, so no one’s reading 
it. And I felt like I got all of  this key knowledge that took a lot 
of  effort from the Puritans. Then as a pastor, you’re preaching 
on Christ every week and I thought, you know I’ve got all of  
this stuff  that I was able to learn and I want people to be able 
to know this. So as a pastor and as someone with a little bit of  
scholarly experience I thought how can I wed these two together 
and give a book to the church that will lead them to love Christ 
more and when I approached Banner of  Truth, they said, “Well 
Mark, books and our Lord, don’t 
sell very well.” “Well, I’m going 
to write it so do you want it?” 
And then they said, “Sure.” And 
I proved them wrong. My mum 
bought at least ten copies.

Well, when we put out the news that you were coming 
here, we got immediate feedback from people on how it’s 
affected their lives. And I believe that it is on its third re-print 
now.

There’s quite a bit of a Puritan theology that comes into it, 
isn’t there?

Yeah, it’s a bit of  a Puritan theology for dummies. We have those 
books in America. You know, Chemistry For Dummies, and all 
of  that. So I’m trying to take Puritan thought and make it more 
accessible with my own sort of  thinking over the years on Christ. 
So, how do I put this out there where it’s sort of  the Puritans but 
it’s not going to terrify people.

 REFORMERS INTERVIEW:

MARK JONES
WITH MARK POWELL

THE PRAYERS OF JESUS (MARK JONES)
How should Christians pray? There is no greater example than 

Jesus Christ himself, whose prayer life while on earth reveals a 
pattern of  seeking God’s help that believers can emulate. Written 

in a devotional tone, this book reflects on the content and structure 
of  Jesus’s prayers, showing just how important prayer was to him 

during his earthly ministry. Drawing on wisdom from church history 
and offering practical steps for prayer in each chapter, this book 

teaches readers why, how, and what to pray, helping them follow in 
Jesus’ footsteps and imitate his example when it comes to relating to our 

heavenly Father.
[$21.99 PAPERBACK]

A CHRISTIAN’S POCKET GUIDE TO 
JESUS CHRIST -- In straightforward and 
simple layman terms this book will explain the 
interconnectivity of  the work and person of  
Jesus Christ and dispel any misconceptions you 
may have.
[$7.99 PAPERBACK]

A CHRISTIAN’S POCKET GUIDE 
TO GOOD WORKS AND REWARDS 
In this book, Mark Jones works through the 
biblical basis and references to good works 
and rewards - showing that the grace of  God 
our Heavenly Father is stamped all over this 
doctrine. [$7.99 PAPERBACK]

KNOWING CHRIST

“This is a work that will serve the 
church permanently in helping 
readers “to know”, whether much 
better or for the first time, “the 
love of  Christ that surpasses 
knowledge”. I commend it most 
highly.” -- Richard B. Gaffin, Jr.

‘Knowing Christ is a majestic gem. 
Its author takes the reader by a 
loving pastoral hand into depths 
and riches, exhorting us to know 
Christ better and to love him 
more.” -- Rosaria Butterfield

[$19.99 PAPERBACK]

GOD IS -- This book aims to 
help us study and understand 
the attributes of  God so that 
we delight in and love Him with 
all our heart, soul, strength, and 
mind.
[$23.99 HARDCOVER]

FAITH HOPE LOVE  
Written in the form of  fifty-
eight questions and answers, this 
book reveals how these three 
theological virtues together 
serve as the foundation for our 
whole Christian life.
[$21.99 PAPERBACK]

NEW
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A VERY HAPPY EASTER (TIM 
THORNBOROUGH) -- This book is 
a bit different from others. This fresh 
retelling of  the Easter Story focuses 
on the emotions of  Jesus’ friends and 
invites children to copy the expressions 
they are making.
[$5.99 PAPERBACK]

THE STORY OF HIS GLORY 
(BRIAN G. HEDGES) -- The greatest 
story ever told is the story of  the 
glory of  God. This book explains the 
narrative of  the Bible in a clear, focused 
way, and was designed to be read in a 
single sitting.
[$5.99 PAPERBACK]

MERE CALVINISM (JIM SCOTT 
ORRICK) -- Making use of  relatable life 
illustrations, as well as an engaging, clear, 
and friendly style, he sets out the basics of  
what Calvinism teaches, explores each of  the 
five points that summarize its positions, and 
addresses rebuttals and misunderstandings.
[$16.99 PAPERBACK]

BROKEN PIECES AND THE GOD 
WHO MENDS THEM (SIMONETTA 
CARR) -- Simonetta chronicles her 
experience of  caring for a son with 
schizophrenia, along with all the struggles, 
questions, and fervent prayer that went with 
it, uncovering the gospel in each situation.
[$21.99 PAPERBACK]

PASSIONS OF THE HEART 
(JOHN D. STREET) -- John Street takes 
a hard look at the heart idolatries that lead 
even Christians to commit egregious sexual 
sin... showing how to bring lasting change 
by identifying the underlying motivations 
of  the heart. [$28.99 PAPERBACK]

HOLY SEXUALITY AND THE 
GOSPEL (CHRISTOPHER 
YUAN -- Dr. Yuan explores the 
concept of  holy sexuality--chastity 
in singleness or faithfulness in 
marriage--in a practical and relevant 
manner. Whether you want to 
share Christ with a loved one who 
identifies as gay or you’re wrestling 
with questions of  identity yourself, 
this book will help you better 
understand sexuality in light of  
God’s grand story and realize that 
holy sexuality is actually good news 
for all. [$21.99 PAPERBACK]

TREASURE IN THE ASHES (SUE 
NICEWANDER & MARIA BROOKINS) 
An interactive workbook that gently leads 
readers on a biblical journey through the 
grueling questions and doubt, emotional 
turmoil, and relational fallout that follow 
sexual abuse. [$29.99 PAPERBACK]

CAN WE TRUST THE GOSPELS? 
(PETER J. WILLIAMS) -- Written for 
the skeptic, the scholar, and everyone in 
between, this book answers common 
objections raised against the historicity 
of  the Gospels in order to foster trust in 
God’s Word. [$21.99 PAPERBACK]

A CHRISTIAN’S POCKET GUIDE 
TO HOW WE GOT THE BIBLE 
(GREG LANIER) -- This short book 
answers some critical questions about the 
Word of  God, helping us to understand 
where the Scriptures came from and why 
we can trust them. [$7.99 PAPERBACK]

MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
(R. C. SPROUL) -- R. C. Sproul 
shows you how to confront today’s 
moral and social issues with an 
effective biblical response. He first 
examines the major philosophies 
that affect the way we think and 
act--secularism, existentialism, 
humanism, and pragmatism--and 
then presents ideas on how to apply 
a biblical perspective to spheres of  
public life that need your faithful 
influence today: economics, science, 
art and literature, and government. 

[$21.99 PAPERBACK]

DEPRESSION, ANXIETY &  THE 
CHRISTIAN LIFE (RICHARD BAXTER) -- 
Revised, Updated and Annotated by Michael S. 
Lundy, MD. Depression—whether circumstantial 
and fleeting or persistent and long term—impacts 
most people at some point in their lives. Puritan pastor 
Richard Baxter spent most of  his ministry caring for 
depressed and discouraged souls, and his timeless counsel 
still speaks to us today. In this book, psychiatrist Michael S. 
Lundy and theologian J. I. Packer present Baxter’s writings 
in order to comfort, instruct, and strengthen all who struggle 
with depression. [$16.99 PAPERBACK]

EASTER IN THREE WORDS 
(WILLIAM TAYLOR) -- Sums Easter 
up in three words, showing how the 
events of  the first Good Friday and 
Easter Sunday are true, wonderful, and 

life-changing. [$0.99 BOOKLET]

THE BEAUTY OF THE CROSS 
(TIM CHESTER) -- Take time to go 
through these familiar yet extraordinary 
chapters from Isaiah 52 and 53 in the 
run up to Easter with this devotional by 
Tim Chester. [$12.99 PAPERBACK]

WHAT EASTER IS ALL ABOUT 
For many, Easter revolves around egg 
hunts, chocolate bunnies, and family. But 
what is Easter really about? This message 
presents the truth about Jesus’s death and 
resurrection. [$3.99 TRACT 25 PACK]

THE EGGCELLENT EGG HUNT  
(ALISON MITCHELL) -- Based on 
the empty tomb in Matthew 28 v 6, this 
full-colour leaflet with puzzles for 6-12s 
investigates the biblical account of  the 

first Easter.
[$0.40 TRACT]

THE REAL EASTER 
(CARL LAFTERTON & TIM 
THORNBOROUGH) -- Challenges 
common interpretations of  the death 
and resurrection of  Jesus and is ideal for 

giving away over Easter.
[$0.99 BOOKLET]

THE EASTER MYSTERY (ALISON 
MITCHELL) -- Based on the empty tomb 
in Luke 24 v 1-8. It is ideal for use in 
children’s groups, at holiday clubs or giving 

away at Easter events.
Suitable for use with ages 6-12.

[$0.40 TRACT]

THE WONDER OF EASTER: AN EASTER JOURNEY FOR THE 
WHOLE FAMILY (ED DREW) -- Take ten minutes with your family 
each day to prepare for Easter. This flexible, easy-to-use devotional 
will allow both adults and children to celebrate the limitless wonder 
of  Easter. Walk through Luke’s Gospel and the Old Testament to 
discover why the story of  Jesus’ death and resurrection is the most 

amazing story ever told.
This is a discussion-based resource with differentiated questions for 
3-4s, 5-7s, 7-12s, teens and adults! At just 10 minutes each, these 

devotions are an achievable joy, not an unrealistic burden.
[$14.99 PAPERBACK]

REFORMERS RECOMMENDS:
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STORE HOURS: FRI 9AM - 5PM
SAT 10AM - 4PM

140 ALBANY ROAD
STANMORE NSW 2048 AU

MON-WED   9AM - 5PM
THU 9AM - 7PM

REAL (CATHERINE PARKS) -- Every woman 
longs for authentic friendships with others—but in 
a world of  carefully-curated social media, most of  
us are merely keeping up appearances. Catherine 
Parks empowers women to fight side by side against 
their sin, and shows how by getting real about our 
struggles, we can create genuine community in an 

“I’m fine” culture. [$13.99 PAPERBACK]

AGING GRACEFULLY (TIM CHALLIES) 
“There are few longings in my heart deeper 
than this: That God would let me live a 
godly, purposeful, dignified old age. I mean 
to encourage us both to age gracefully, to age 
wisely, to age resolutely to God’s glory.”
- Tim Challies [$12.99 PAPERBACK]

DYING WELL (JOHN WYATT) -- We learn 
from Jesus’ example as we focus on his words 
from the cross. The wonderful news is that 
we can look forward to “a sure and steadfast 
hope,” the amazing hope of  resurrection and its 

implications for our lives today.
[$13.99 PAPERBACK]

DYING AND DEATH (JOEL 
R. BEEKE & CHRISTOPHER 
BOGOSH) -- Rather than being 
morbidly unhelpful, authors Joel R. 
Beeke and Christopher W. Bogosh 
contend that meditating on dying and 
death can be profitable, even necessary, 
for us. Are you prepared to say that 
your death will be “gain” (Phil. 1:21)? 
[$16.99 PAPERBACK]

MADE FOR FRIENDSHIP (DREW 
HUNTER) -- Helping us recapture a vision 
of  true friendship, pastor Drew Hunter 
explores God’s design for friendship and 
what it really looks like in practice—giving 
us practical advice to cultivate the kinds of  
true friendships that lead to true and life-

giving joy. [$18.99 PAPERBACK]

FOLLOWING JESUS (ANDREW M. 
RANDALL) -- Following Jesus focuses attention 
on the basics of  Christian discipleship, 
and covers the following vitally important 
themes: faith, the Bible, the church, prayer, 
the Holy Spirit, holiness, growth in grace, 
guidance, loving others, parenting children, 
evangelism, work, stewardship, suffering, 
and perseverance. [$17.99 PAPERBACK]

GOSPEL 101 (JEFF DODGE) -- 
Designed for Christians who want to put 
their faith into action and grow in biblical 
knowledge, Gospel 101 explains the 
foundational gospel truth with digestible 
amounts of  Scripture without diluting the 
gospel message.
[$21.99 PAPERBACK]

SUFFERING (PAUL DAVID 
TRIPP) -- Tripp weaves together his 
personal story, years of  counseling 
experience, and biblical insights to help 
us in the midst of  suffering, identifying 
6 traps to avoid—including doubt, 
discouragement, and denial—and 6 
comforts to embrace—including God’s 
presence, God’s people, and God’s 

grace. [$27.99 HARDCOVER]

SUNNY SIDE UP (DAN DEWITT) 
As Jesus captures our hearts with his love 
and forgiveness, we’ll be motivated to be 
part of  something truly extraordinary. 
Perfect to read with men who you’d like 
to encourage to live all out for Christ or to 

give away at men’s breakfasts.
[$12.99 PAPERBACK]

THEREFORE I HAVE HOPE (CAMERON 
COLE) -- After the sudden death of  their three-year-
old son, Cameron Cole and his wife found themselves 
clinging to Christ through twelve key theological 
truths—truths that became their lifeline in the midst 
of  unthinkable grief. Weaving together their own story 
of  tragic loss and abiding faith, Cole explores these 
twelve life-giving truths to offer hope and comfort to 
those in the midst of  tragedy. [$18.99 PAPERBACK]

PARENTING FIRST AID (MARTY 
MACHOWSKI) -- Parenting isn’t getting 
any easier, especially with the introduction 
of  insta-porn on electronic devices, the ease 
of  access to drugs, and the ever-increasing 
blurring of  sexuality. This useful resource 
is for the weary and overwhelmed parents 
struggling with their children’s choices, and 

the culture that wars against their souls.
[$27.99 PAPERBACK]

REWRITING GENDER (DAVID 
MARTIN) -- Written with biblical 
clarity, sensitivity, and an awareness 
that people affected by these issues 
are people who need Jesus, just like 
everyone else, this book will help 
parents who are looking for guidance 
on how to explain gender issues to 
their children. [$11.99 PAPERBACK]

THE STORM-TOSSED FAMILY 
(RUSSELL MOORE) -- Why do our 
families have so much power over us? 
In this book, Russell Moore teaches 
readers whether you are married or 
single, whether you long for a child or 
shepherding a full house, you are part 
of  a family. Family is difficult because 
family--every family--is an echo of  the 

gospel. [$32.99 HARDCOVER]

PARENTING WITH LOVING 
CORRECTION (SAM 
CRABTREE) This guide offers clear 
steps and practical tips for offering 
wise correction aimed at transforming 
a child’s heart, based on 3 principles: 
keep correction centered on God, 
always mean what you say, and reward 

obedience rather than disobedience.
[$15.99 PAPERBACK]

A BOOK OF COMFORT FOR THOSE 
IN SICKNESS (P. B. POWER) -- Far from 
offering superficial advice, P. B. Power’s position 
in A Book of  Comfort for Those in Sickness is 
that no comfort is obtainable unless there be, 
first, true knowledge of  ourselves and, second, 
right knowledge of  God. [$11.99 PAPERBACK]

(A)TYPICAL WOMAN (ABIGAIL 
DODDS) With chapters addressing 
womanhood in singleness, marriage, working, 
mothering, suffering, discipling, and more, 
this book will help Christian women live out 
their callings as free, authentic, indispensable 

members of  Christ’s mission and work.
[$18.99 PAPERBACK]

LIES MEN BELIEVE (ROBERT 
WOLGEMUTH) -- Each lie we bite 
on causes us to feel pain, lose or injure 
relationships, and miss out on the abundant 
life that God wants us to have. Lies Men 
Believe exposes the lies that men most 
commonly believe, and shows you how to 

combat those lies with the truth.
[$19.99 PAPERBACK]

THE SPIRITUAL LIFE (CAMPEGIUS 
VITRINGA) -- What does it mean to have 
spiritual life, and how does a believer 
achieve it? What are the fruits of  this 
spiritual life, and what are the hindrances 
and helps for cultivating it? In this 
classic treatise of  Reformed spirituality, 
Campegius Vitringa provides answers to 
these questions. [$28.99 PAPERBACK]

IS THIS IT? (RACHEL 
JONES) 
The Difference Jesus 
Makes to that ‘Where-is-
my-life-going-I-hate-my-
job-I-have-no-real-friends-
Is-God-even-here-Will-
I-end-up-alone-I-wish-
I-was-back-at -school -
Will-this-ever-feel-like-
home-Am-I-failing-at-life’ 
Feeling
Rachel Jones is 20-something, 
trying to keep it together, and 
ready to say what we’re all 

thinking. Whether you’re just feeling a bit lost or having a full 
“quarter life crisis”, this funny, honest, hopeful book reveals the 
difference Jesus makes to the angst of  adulting.
[$14.99 PAPERBACK]
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I’ve got a little pot in my kitchen that contains three of  four keys. 
Keys I’ve been given by other people for their front door. To me, 
that’s really touching because that’s not just saying ‘we like having 
you around’. It’s not even saying ‘come around whenever you like’. 
It’s saying ‘you don’t need to check with us before coming over 
here’.

That really does make you feel part of  the family because you don’t 
have to make a prior appointment to turn up.

If you would give someone a way to read a little bit better, 
what’s a tip you would give?
One is I will read more when I schedule it. Sometimes I just tend to 
assume that the reading will just happen in between the things I’ve 
planned. But often it won’t. So it’s helped me at times to think okay 
I will set aside that 30 minutes or an hour to read. Sometimes I’ll do 
that while I’m planning journeys. I had to commute regularly into 
London and back recently and that’s normally a 40 minute train ride 
each way. So I decided that I’m going to switch my phone off  when 
I get on the train and this is what I’m going to read. I’ve read a ton 
just from doing that. It makes me think I shouldn’t wait till I’m on 
a train to do that.

Lastly, Sam, what’s your favourite thing about the Trinity?
Oh wow, well it shows us it shows us how beautiful God is. It shows 
us God is eternally love. That sounds kind of  wet and tweed but 
actually that is stunning. It makes sense that the best things that 
we like in this world. It explains; it accounts for them. You can’t 
say the same of  Allah; you can’t say the same of  any other kind of  
God - that they are instinctively in their heart of  hearts by their own 
nature loving. And that that’s part of  their eternal nature. But we 
can, because our God is triune. That’s awesome.

Watch the full interview at reformers.com.au

Sam, you are known as a speaker and author on the topics of 
same-sex attraction and singleness. Is there a topic you wish 
people would also ask you about?
When I first started speaking into issues of  human sexuality, one 
of  the things I was very nervous of  was: I’m going to be the Same-
Sex Attraction guy. And that’s blatantly become the case. If  anyone 
knows me for anything it’ll be that. But occasionally I get invited 
to speak on other things and that’s lovely. I wrote a book that I 
think maybe three people read on the Trinity [Ed. the book is called 
Connected: Living in the light of  the Trinity]. And you know 
that was the book I have had the most enjoyment writing. It was 
good to write on sexuality; it wasn’t a pleasure to write on it. Writing 
about the Trinity, I think I just smiled the whole way through writing 
that book. And so, if  I got to pick one issue I could always be asked 
to speak on it would definitely be that.

One of the chapters that struck me in ‘7 Myths about 
Singleness’ (see page 10) was the chapter on family and 
your experiences of how church can be family for the single 
person. Can you relate some of those experiences to us?
What I tried to do in that chapter is to dispel the myth that singleness 
means you don’t have family and to try to show how in Christ we 
are given family and therefore, one of  the responsibilities we have in 
our church is to be making sure we are being family to one another.

It’s very easy to give lip service to that. We like to talk about our 
church family and it makes us sound friendly and warm and inviting. 
But actually, that in the New Testament it is meant to be a spiritual 
reality.

I think that it’s one of  those things where it can be very very painful 
if  you’re in a church where the basic unit of  church life is a biological 
family and you don’t kind of  fit into that. Certainly where I come 
from, a lot of  biological families are trying to be self-contained and 
self-sufficient. So it’s very hard if  you’re not part of  one of  those 
and you just kind of  fall between the gaps.

On the other hand, when it does happen and we do open up family 
life to others in our church community, oh it’s a beautiful thing. I’ve 
been blessed with some particular families, both in my church at 
home where I really do feel part of  the family but also in just some 
other friendships I’ve developed along the way.

 REFORMERS INTERVIEW:

SAM ALLBERRY
WITH SAM WAN

CONNECTED: LIVING IN THE LIGHT OF THE TRINITY (SAM ALLBERRY)
God is Trinity. This is foundational and life-changing. Yet, bizarrely, for many believers, this 
is one of  the least-examined aspects of  the Christian life. Sam Allberry takes us right to the 
heart of  who God is, something which has radical implications for who we are as beings 
made in his image. Connected unpacks the practical implications of  the truth that God 
is Father, Son and Spirit. This transforms how we think of  God and provides a vital 

perspective on key topics. [$12.99 PAPERBACK]
“Here is a book that will not only help readers to understand more deeply the mystery of  God the 
Holy Trinity but also moves us to worship and honour him in daily life.” -- Vaughan Roberts

REDEEMING SINGLENESS (BARRY DANYLAK) 
This book is a must-read for those who are looking 
to think seriously about Scripture’s teaching about 
singleness. Danylak traces the place and purpose 
of  singleness (and by some implication, marriage) 
through the trajectory of  the Bible. After starting in 

Genesis, his readers journey through the experience and challenges 
of  the single life within the various epochs of  the Old Testament, 
before examining how the gospel transforms our understanding 
of  singleness (and again, by some implication, marriage) and 
particularly what it is to belong to the family of  God. This book 
is a comprehensive theological treatment of  singleness which 
has been written in an accessible way for the thoughtful reader.
[$24.99 PAPERBACK]

BREAKING THE MARRIAGE IDOL (KUTTER 
CALLAWAY) -- If  there is one word to describe this 
2018 release, it would be ‘provocative’! A married man 
and father himself, Callaway seeks to question the 
way in which contemporary evangelical Christianity 
has embedded marriage as culturally normative and 
necessary for spiritual flourishing. His book is an 
intriguing mix of  cultural analysis (what do Disney, Taylor Swift 
and The Bachelor all have in common?), biblical engagement and 
theological reflection. Also included are several compelling and, 
at times, heart-breaking vignettes that provide insight into the real 
experiences of  single Christians in today’s church. This book will 
leave the reader with much to mull over! [$23.99 PAPERBACK]

7 MYTHS ABOUT SINGLENESS (SAM 
ALLBERRY) -- Although this upcoming title isn’t 
due to be released until February 2019, it is already 
destined to be a ‘must-read’! Sam Allberry is a single 
pastor from the UK who has done extensive thinking 
and speaking on the topic of  singleness. In his new 
book he seeks to address a number of  the myths, 

misunderstandings and misconceptions about singleness that exist 
in the church today (including that the single life is just too hard, 
that it requires a special spiritual gift or is a waste of  our sexuality). 
Allberry takes his readers back to Scripture to present God’s 
positive vision for singleness in the life of  his people. In doing so 

he challenges us to better love and support our single brothers and 
sisters as they seek to live lives of  fruitful and sacrificial service. 
Get in quick and pre-order this one! [$18.99 PAPERBACK]

ONE BY ONE: WELCOMING THE SINGLES 
IN YOUR CHURCH (GINA DALFONZO) -- What 
might it look like for us to not merely welcome those 
who are not married into our church communities, 
but to recognise that our churches are just as much 
their true home as they are ours? Gina Dalfonzo’s 
book challenges married readers to be more pastorally inclusive 
and loving of  their single brothers and sisters in Christ. After 
examining the stigmas, stereotypes and shame which so many 
single Christians experience, she embarks on a journey to discover 
just how we got to this point. Readers of  a certain vintage will 
be intrigued by her analysis of  the turn of  the century “I Kissed 
Dating Goodbye” phenomena, and particularly its role in helping 
shape our current theological and pastoral attitudes towards 
singleness. [$19.99 PAPERBACK]

TRUE FRIENDSHIP (VAUGHAN ROBERTS) -- 
While not strictly on singleness itself, this little gem 
of  a book is a great read for those (both single and 
married) who often wrestle with feelings of  loneliness 
and long to experience enriched relational intimacy 
with others. Roberts, a single pastor himself, takes his 

readers back to the Bible to understand the crucial, constant and 
Christ-centred friendships which God has intended us for. He argues 
that “friendship takes us right to the heart of  the Bible’s message. 
God is relational”, and from there ponders what it looks like for 
us, created in the image of  this relational God, to live intimately 
connected lives which involve reciprocal giving and receiving from 
each other through friendship. [$9.99 PAPERBACK]

Dani Treweek is currently completing theological PhD research 
into the topic of  singleness, and is passionate about helping 
churches, ministry leaders and individuals (both single and married) 
better understand God’s purpose for singleness as revealed in 
Scripture and fulfilled in Christ. Dani lives in Sydney and has 
previously completed a Bachelor of  Arts and Bachelor of  Divinity 
at Moore Theological College. Be sure to check out her website 

https://www.biblicalsingleness.com/
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MARTIN LUTHER
THE IRON

PEN
His preaching and his pen 
were unstoppable; God was 

with him. Enjoy this modern 
retelling of  the old tale.

JOHN HUSS
THE

GOOSE
An early Reformer who 

was given the incomparable 
privilege of  sealing his 

testimony with his own blood.

JOHN WYCLIFFE
THE MORNING 
STAR OF THE 

REFORMATION
A lion of  a man, a 

theologian, a bible translator 
with a backbone of  steel.

OLAUDAH EQUIANO
THE INTERESTING 

MAN
The slave who became an 

intellectual, abolitionist, and 
one of  the unsung heroes of  

the Christian Faith

LEMEUL HAYNES
THE BLACK

PURITAN
History knows him as the 
Black Puritan; this short 

biography presents him as the 
elephant in the American room.

WRATH AND GRACE BIOGRAPHIES
LUKE WALKER -- $13.99 EACH, PAPERBACK

ESV EXPOSITORY COMMENTARY SERIES (SERIES EDITED BY IAIN M. DUGUID, 
JAMES M. HAMILTON JR., JAY SKLAR) -- Designed to strengthen the global church with a 
widely accessible, theologically sound, and pastorally wise resource for understanding and applying 
the overarching storyline of  the Bible, this commentary series features the full text of  the ESV Bible 
passage by passage, with crisp and theologically rich exposition and application. The editors have 
gathered a team of  experienced pastor-theologians to provide a new generation of  pastors and 
other teachers of  the Bible around the world with a globally minded commentary series rich in 
biblical theology and broadly Reformed doctrine, making the message of  redemption found in 
all of  Scripture clear and available to all.
VOLUME 7: DANIEL TO MALACHI -- $59.99 HARDCOVER
VOLUME 11: EPHESIANS TO PHILIPPIANS -- $49.99 HARDCOVER
VOLUME 12: HEBREWS TO REVELATION -- $49.99 HARDCOVER

FROM CHAOS TO COSMOS (SIDNEY 
GREIDANUS) -- Greidanus reveals how God is restoring 
his creation through Jesus Christ, who has already begun 
to shine light into the darkness and will one day return 
to bring peace, order, and restoration once and for all. 
[$19.99 PAPERBACK]

THE LORD’S SUPPER (GUY PRENTISS WATERS) 
This book seeks to help Christians recover the importance of  
the Lord’s Supper by exploring its 3 purposes: an expression 
of  communion with Jesus Christ, a demonstration of  unity 
with other Christians, and a demarcation between the 

church and the world. [$18.99 PAPERBACK]

SCIENTISM & SECULARISM 
(J. P. MORELAND)

Moreland exposes the 
selfdefeating nature of  scientism 
and equips us to recognize 
scientism’s harmful presence 
in different aspects of  culture, 
emboldening our witness to 
biblical Christianity and arming 
us with strategies for the 
integration of  faith and science. 

[$18.99 PAPERBACK]

NSD JUSTIFICATION VOLUMES 1 & 2 
(MICHAEL HORTON) -- In this two-volume 
work, Michael Horton seeks to encounter anew the 
remarkable biblical doctrine of  justification. Volume 
1 is an exercise in historical theology, exploring the 
doctrine from the patristic era to the Reformation. 
Volume 2 then moves on to investigate justification 
in conversation with contemporary biblical 
scholarship.
[$44.99 PAPERBACK PER VOLUME]

ASTONISHED BY GOD 
(JOHN PIPER) -- Join a 
veteran author, pastor, and 
Christian statesman as he 
captures the ten astonishing, 
compassionate, life-giving, 
joy-awakening, hope-
sustaining truths that have 
held everything together for 
him. [$21.99 PAPERBACK]

ESV EXHAUSTIVE 
CONCORDANCE -- Every biblical 
occurrence of  nearly 14,000 different 
words - a total of  more than 340,000 

entries. Type size: 6.5pt
[$59.99 HARDCOVER]

BEGINNING AT MOSES 
(MICHAEL BARRETT) -- Barrett 
shows readers how to identify basic 
characteristics of  Christ and where 
to look for Him throughout the Old 

Testament. [$28.99 PAPERBACK]

GLORY OF GRACE (LEWIS ALLEN 
& TIM CHESTER) -- Each chapter 
contains a concise introduction followed by 
carefully selected excerpts from key Puritan 
works, together with suggestions for 
further reading. [$16.99 PAPERBACK]

FINDING FAITH (NAOMI REED) -- Inspiring Conversion Stories from around the World [$17.99 PAPERBACK]
GAY GIRL, GOOD GOD (JACKIE HILL PERRY) -- The Story of  Who I Was and Who God Has Always Been [$22.99 PAPERBACK]

THEY SHALL SEE HIS FACE (LINDA & ROBERT BANKS) -- The Story of  Amy Oxley Wilkinson 
and Her Visionary Blind School in China [$19.99 PAPERBACK]

FINDING MORE (RICO TICE & RACHEL JONES) -- Real-Life Stories Worth Telling [$11.99 PAPERBACK]

IN THEIR OWN WORDS (DAVID 
B. CALHOUN) -- A collection of  
testimonial statements drawn from 
the writings of  Luther, Calvin, Knox, 
and Bunyan. We see men who candidly 
confessed their sins and boldly testified 
to the grace, mercy, and goodness of  
God to them. [$14.99 PAPERBACK]

THE CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE 
-- Most of  Augustine’s Confessions are spent in 
a nearly catastrophe tug of  war. From insult and 
injury to passion, lost love, and the arts--this work 
leads through and beyond a world where God’s 
timing is absolutely perfect. Nothing has really 
changed since then. Sin is still sin--and God is still 
God. [$12.99 PAPERBACK]

THE ESSENTIAL JONATHAN EDWARDS 
(OWEN STRACHEN & DOUGLAS 
SWEENEY) -- Strachan and Sweeney strike the 
perfect balance between necessary background 
information and giving Edwards’s own works 

room to speak. [$29.99 PAPERBACK]

STILL PROTESTING (D. G. HART) -- The 
Reformers’ answers to life’s most important questions, 
based on their study of  the Bible and theological 
reflection, are as superior today as they were when they 
provided the grounds for Christians in the West to 
abandon the bishop of  Rome. [$24.99 PAPERBACK]

THE MISSIONARY FELLOWSHIP 
OF WILLIAM CAREY (MICHAEL A. 
G. HAYKIN) -- Known as the founder of  
modern missions, Carey is often portrayed 
as a solitary trailblazer and pioneer. But that 
isn’t the full story. [$19.99 HARDCOVER]

PURITAN HEROES (GLENDA MATHES 
& JOEL R. BEEKE) -- A beautifully illustrated 
book that gives the reader an idea of  what the 
Puritan movement was about and offers a glimpse 
into the lives of  more than twenty of  its most 

well-known leaders. [$34.99 HARDCOVER]

BIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS: DID YOU KNOW THAT WE EXTEND A 15% DISCOUNT TO BIBLE COLLEGE 
STUDENTS? CONTACT US TODAY TO RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNT CODE!
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ESV SCRIPTURE JOURNAL: OLD TESTAMENT SET -- ESV Scripture Journals pair the entirety of  
individual books of  the Bible with lightly lined blank pages opposite each page of  Bible text, allowing readers to 
take extended notes or record insights and prayers directly beside corresponding passages of  Scripture. These 
thin, portable notebooks are great for personal Bible reading and reflection, small-group study, or taking notes 
through a sermon series. [$199.99 BOX SET, PAPERBACK]

-  11.75-point Trinité type
-  Single-column, paragraph format
-  Thick, opaque, cream-colored paper
-  Full, lightly ruled blank pages 
opposite each page of  Bible text
-  Wide margins
-  Lay-flat binding
-  Cover stamped with gold foil
-  Packaging: Slipcase

New Testament Set: $99.99 
Available in standard black or the 
Illuminated edition.

Individual books/book collections 
prices range between $7.99 and 
$13.99 each. Contact us or order 
online at reformers.com.au

REAL CHANGE (ANDREW NICHOLLS 
& HELEN THORNE) -- Real Change: 
Becoming More Like Jesus in Everyday Life 
is based on the CCEF model of  change 
from David Powlison’s course, Dynamics of  
Biblical Change. The easy-to-use six lesson 
format and included leader’s guide encourages 
participants toward an honest discussion 
of  their own struggles while providing an 

understanding of  how a relationship with Christ brings change.
Topics addressed include understanding how we typically respond 
to trouble, how the cross of  Christ brings comfort, help, and 
change, and how we can grow to be like Christ in the hardest 
circumstances. [$18.99 PAPERBACK]

BLOOD-BOUGHT WORLD (TOBY J. 
SUMPTER) -- In this book, Toby Sumpter 
pinpoints the raw spots where modern-
day Christians have allowed respectability, 
comfort, fear, love, fitness, authenticity, or 
other idols to become “fig leaves” to shield us 
from the Persons of  the Trinity.
[$24.99 PAPERBACK]

CALLED? (MICHAEL A. MILTON) 
How do you test a calling and how do 
you proceed? From the theology of  being 
called, to selecting a seminary, to beginning 
life as a pastor, Michael Milton looks to the 
Word of  God for answers and guidance, as 
well as drawing on his own experience as a 
Presbyterian minister. [$14.99 PAPERBACK]

TEN INDICTMENTS AGAINST THE 
MODERN CHURCH (PAUL WASHER) 
“We cannot simply do what is right in our own 
eyes and then expect the Holy Spirit to come down 
and bless our labors.” This book examines ten 
areas where churches have neglected clear 
biblical direction and need to prayerfully seek 
reformation. [$11.99 PAPERBACK]

PORTRAITS OF A PASTOR (EDITED 
BY JASON K. ALLEN) -- If  you’re a pastor, 
you know the tension of  balancing (or trying 
to) the many roles and expectations that come 
with leading a church. But are you able to 
distinguish which roles are truly essential? 
And can you measure how you’re fulfilling 

them? [$18.99 PAPERBACK]

CHRIST’S CALL TO REFORM THE 
CHURCH (JOHN MACARTHUR) -- Based 

on John MacArthur’s exposition of  the seven 
letters to the churches in Revelation, Christ’s Call 

to Reform the Church is a plea to the modern church 
to heed these divine warnings, to reform before it 

succumbs to the kinds of  compromise and error that 
invite God’s judgment. [$24.99 PAPERBACK]

COUNSEL WITH CONFIDENCE (JOEL 
JAMES) -- This is a book to guide counselors 
and church leaders in being well informed 
and to help them bring about heart-based 
change in the lives of  the people they counsel, 
through the right application of  Scripture. 
[$24.99 PAPERBACK]
DISCIPLING THE FLOCK (PAUL 
TAUTGES) -- Here is an urgent appeal to return 
to authentic discipleship; here is a call to shepherds 
to be tenacious in their preaching of  the whole 
counsel of  God, and tender in their application of  
its truth to the lives of  God’s sheep through their 
personal ministry. [$17.99 PAPERBACK]

9MARKS: THE RULE OF LOVE (JONATHAN LEEMAN)  
How the Local Church Should Reflect God’s Love and Authority 

[$19.99 PAPERBACK]

IN ALL THINGS (MELISSA B. KRUGER) -- A Nine-Week 
Devotional Bible Study on Unshakeable Joy [$22.99 PAPERBACK]

READ / MARK / LEARN: LUKE VOLUMES 1 & 2 
(WILLIAM TAYLOR) -- A Small Group Bible Study 

[$13.99 PER VOLUME, PAPERBACK]
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$32.99 BLU-RAY A CINEMATIC CELEBRATION OF CREATION

Join in the glorious uproar of creation with The Riot and the Dance, 
a boisterous new nature documentary featuring a biologist who 
was once told he would never succeed if he kept blabbing about all 
that silly Creator-creature nonsense. But now you can follow along 
with Dr. Gordon Wilson as he traverses our planet, basking in God’s 
masterpieces whether he’s catching wildlife in his own back yard or in 
the jungles of Sri Lanka. (Yeah, he did get bitten, but not by the cobra.)
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